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ABSTRACT

Construction of super potentials for two dimensional classical super systems (for N > 2)
is carried out. Some interesting potentials have been studied in their super form.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there have been considerable interest in the study of supersymmetry which
is one of the elegent creations in theoretical physics. There was an attempt (Bouquiaux et al. 1987)
to discuss the general formalism of N = 2 pseudomechanics in the superspace for one spatial
dimensions, but not much effort (Tripathy and Tripathy, 1988) has been made to construct the
superpotentials for two dimensional classical supersystems (N > 2, superspace). In this note
we concentrate to construct only the superpotentials for two dimensional classical supersystems.
Integrability of these systems could be tested (testof integrability will be communicated by the same
author). Such a study could be profitably applied to the spining string or membrane theory having
both bosonic and Grassmann degrees of freedom. Here we make use of "super" time variable
which involves the usual t and the Grassmann time variables 6± and 8{. Correspondingly, the super
position variable is given by

Zi = Zi(t,e,e) = qi(t) + ieMt) + ie^(t) + 0,-0,-Aa) »= 1,2 (1.1)

where &(£) position variables, ^ and ^ fermionic variables (which describe the spin degrees of
freedom) and Ai(t) is bosonic variables.

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND THE CONSTRAINED HAMILTONIAN
SYSTEMS

Let us consider the action T = f Ldt = / dt d9i Si C(ZitDiZi,'DiZi) where Z{

superposition variables, D{ = &g. — iOidt and Di = dgt — iBidt are super derivatives satisfying

^ , (2.1)

W( Z{), the superpotential in (2.1) can be written as (by making Taylor series expansion)

W{ZUZ2) = W(qirq2) + iOiiW^i) + mw^i)

(2.2)

where W'qi =
 m{j^ etc.

The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation becomes

'diDZ) 'd(DZ)

reduces to (using 2.1)

| • (2.3)
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Using (1.1), (2.1), (2.2) in (2.3) we get

and

>i = -W"qWqi

Alternatively, using (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) in the action, we could have obtained the Lagrangian

L = \q2i + \A\ - W'qA{ + j(Mi - %^) - W"q$i4>i , (2.5)

The Lagrangian (2.5) satisfies the following primary constraints

and a secondary one <£4 = A{ — W'q., where p^., p-7 , pA_ are canonically conjugate to i/>j, ̂ { and A*

respectively. The graded poisson brackets of these constraints are easily calculated from

where Xi, j/i are canonically conjugate and \F\, \G\ are degrees associated with the dynamical vari-

ables F and G respectively. It can be checked that the constraints are second class ones and one

finds after replacing the original poisson brackets by the Dirac brackets,

Using the constraints, one can obtain the Hamiltonian as

j \ 2 + W'q%^ = K.E. + P.E. (2.6)

The equations of motion are given by

Note, (2.7) and (2.4) are equivalent as they should.
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3. POTENTIALS IN THEIR SUPERFORM

(i) Simple case: Let V = \X2q2 = \W'2(q) or, W(q) = \Xq2 (q2 = q2 + q2) W(qltq2) =
TV<? 2 + if) or, W'g. = Xqi, W'q\ = \,i = 1,2. Substituting these values of W'q. and w"q. we get
the super potentials V as

2

as

= -\q2

(ii) Similarly for the potential V = \2q~2^ we get

\
,2/3

X 4 , _

and

(iii) For the potential V = ^ ~ T we get

, 1 Xq2 .

and

+ ^2^2) -
9 < 2"

+

(iv) For the potential V = — — = W'2(q) we get

v^_>^+jX

and



4. CONCLUSION

Here we discuss the superpotentials in superspace with spatial dimensions > 2. Invoking
Dirac's constraints, the dynamical system under consideration reduces to a time-independent one.
All these potentials have been discussed in their superform which contain bosonic and Fermionic
part have some nice features. The fermionic part which effectively involves the fermionic number
operator implies that the super symmetric formalism could be envisaged as dealing with "scalar"
spinors. In some cases the potentials yield extra degeneracies in the corresponding quantum sys-
tems.
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